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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Papakura to Bombay Project Background

This Report supports the application lodged by Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency (Waka Kotahi) under
the Covid 19 Recovery (Fast Track Consenting) Act 2020 (FTA) for Stage 1B1 of the Papakura to Drury South
Project, a listed project under the FTA. For clarity and by way of summary we note that:
◼

The Papakura to Drury South Project was originally part of a larger project, called the Papakura to Bombay
Project.

◼

Through the FTA, part of the Papakura to Bombay Project, being the Papakura to Drury South section, was
included as a listed project under that Act.

◼

Waka Kotahi has broken the listed Papakura to Drury South project into further stages, with this application
relating to Stage 1B1 only. Stage 1B1 is referred to as the Project throughout this document.

Further discussion of the different stages of the Papakura to Drury South Project is contained in the, Assessment of
Effects on the Environment (AEE), Design and Construction Report (Appendix C to the AEE) and legal submissions
supporting this application.

1.2

Stage 1B1 Papakura to Drury Interchange

As referred to in the AEE the geographic location of the Project is between the Papakura Interchange to south of the
Drury Interchange (Quarry Road), shown in Figure 1-1. The works will include infrastructure upgrades at the
Papakura Interchange, the Drury Interchange, and replacements of the SH1 Bremner Road Overbridge and Jesmond
Bridge (over Ngakoroa Stream). Additionally, it is also proposed to establish a shared use path (SUP) from the
Papakura Interchange to north of the Otūwairoa Bridges, and from Bremner Road to south of the Drury Interchange.
A full description of the Project works is contained in the AEE and Design and Construction Report (Appendix C to
the AEE), supporting the application for resource consents and Notices of Requirement (NOR).
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Figure 1-1 Approximate extents of P2DS. Focus of this Report is Stage 1B1. Source: Aurecon NZ Ltd

1.3

Purpose of this Report

This report on arboriculture forms part of a suite of technical reports prepared for the Project. Its purpose is to inform
the AEE for:
◼

The NOR to alter the Waka Kotahi SH1 Designation 6706 to increase the footprint of the designation for the
purpose of for the purpose of modifications to the Papakura IC, Drury IC and replacement of the SH1 Bremner
Road Overbridge and Jesmond bridge (over Ngakoroa Stream) works.

◼

The NOR to establish a new designation for a SUP.

◼

Resource consents for arboricultural matters in the Coastal Marine Area (CMA)/Significant Ecological Area –
Terrestrial (SEA-T)/lakes/rivers/streams/wetlands.

This report assesses the arboriculture effects of the Project works within the altered area of Designation 6706 and
the area of the new SUP designation and recommends mitigation and management measures to address potential
adverse effects.
Arboricultural matters relating to trees in the CMA/ SEA -T/lakes/rivers/streams/wetlands are variously specified by
the Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in Part) 2016 (AUP) under regional rules and the RMA sections 12, 13 and 14.
WAKA KOTAHI NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY
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This assessment therefore provides an assessment of the district and regional plan and RMA matters relating to
arboriculture, which are relevant to the resource consent application and NORs.
The purpose of this report is to:
◼

Describe the existing vegetated environment affected by the proposed works within:
the altered area of Designation 6706.
the area of the new SUP designation.

◼

Identify the effects on vegetation resulting from the proposed works within:
the altered area of Designation 6706
the area of the new SUP designation.

◼

Recommend mitigation and management measures to address potential adverse effects.

In assessing the effects on arboriculture, the main elements associated with the proposed works that are assessed
in this report are:
◼

During the construction phase, the effects of:

Removal of vegetation protected by the rules of the AUP.
Works within the dripline of vegetation protected by the rules of the AUP.
There is no protected vegetation that will be affected by the proposed works once the Project is operational.
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2

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

The following is an overview of the existing environment and vegetation in the Project area. A detailed overview of
the existing environment can be found in section 1 of Appendix A.
The trees and vegetation growing within the Project area, outside the existing Designation 6706, are typical of an
urban and semi-rural setting, with the majority of vegetation within and adjacent to the works footprint being planted
exotic vegetation or farm-type hedgerows. The remaining vegetation is identified as weed species or trees formally
planted within Road Reserve or Open Space zoned land.
There are no significant stands or areas of native vegetation identified within the Project area.
Within the Project works area, a total of 11 individual trees, 15 groupings and 1 row of trees/vegetation, as listed in
Appendix B and shown on drawings provided in Appendix C, are identified as being potentially affected.
With the exception of one Notable English Oak tree (Tree 6), all vegetation discussed in this assessment stands
within the Project area, but outside the existing Designation 6706.

2.1

Trees affected as part of the NOR to alter Designation 6706

The alteration to the existing Designation 6706 will largely affect trees and vegetation on Road Reserve or Open
Space zoned land. A summary of the impacted vegetation is provided below:
2.1.1

Bremner Road (Road Reserve)

◼

Two Silver Birch trees (Betula pendula) (Trees 1 & 2) are growing within the Road Reserve on Bremner Road,
adjacent to 64 Creek Street. They are small specimens that will be retained but will be impacted by the
installation of a new footpath. (Refer drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Chainage (Ch) 13760) referenced in
Appendix A).

◼

Two areas of vegetation (G3 & G4) will require removal to facilitate the construction of the new retaining wall
and SUP configuration on the northern side of Bremner Road, adjacent to 37 Bremner Road (Refer drawing
506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Ch. 13760) referenced in Appendix A).

2.1.2
◼

Replacement of the Jesmond Bridge (over the Ngakoroa Stream)

Two areas of vegetation standing on the eastern bank and western banks of Ngakoroa Stream (G4a) will
require removal to facilitate the bridge construction and bank stability works. The western portion stands within
the CMA and includes a small grouping of Manawa (Mangroves) with the eastern portion located further up the
bank and overhanging the CMA overlaid area (Kohuhu and Privet). (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-BB-3201 - A
referenced in Appendix A)

2.1.3

Victoria Street (directly adjacent to the existing Police weigh station)

◼

A grouping of mixed vegetation (G7) is located on Victoria Street, directly to the north of the existing Police
weigh-station building. Most of this vegetation meets the threshold for protection under the AUP threshold
(exceeding 4 metres in height or 400mm in girth when in a road reserve). The vegetation is predominantly
Photinia ‘Red Robin’, Karamu and other self-seeded small native species.

◼

This vegetation needs to be removed in order to enable the realignment of Victoria Street. (Drawing 5062070450-DRG-RR-0161 (Ch. 180) referenced in Appendix A).
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2.1.4
◼

Victoria Street (Western side south of Bremner Road)

A grouping of three (3) Monterey Pine (Pinus radiata) trees (G6) are growing on Road Reserve to the west of
the existing designation. These three trees need to be removed in order to facilitate the new SUP. Drawing
506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Ch. 12340) referenced in Appendix A).

2.1.5

10R Karaka Road (Open Space Zoned land adjacent to the southbound On Ramp – Drury)

◼

Two Crack Willow trees (Trees 8 & 9) are located on the northeast side of the site, near the existing 7-wire
boundary fence. The trees are likely self-sown and are considered a weed species in the Auckland region. Their
removal is required to facilitate the new on-ramp. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0116 (Ch. 14240) referenced
in Appendix A)

◼

A grouping of weed species vegetation (G10) is growing on the southern side of 10R Karaka Road, within the
Open Space Zoned land. The removal of this vegetation will be required to facilitate the proposed on-ramp
configuration. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0117 (Ch. 14340) referenced in Appendix A).

2.1.6
◼

A grouping of weed species (G11) and a row of Kohuhu (G12) is growing on the edge of Flanagan Road, within
the KiwiRail designated land. This vegetation will require removal to enable the on-ramp construction works.
(Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0117 (Ch. 14360) referenced in Appendix A).

2.1.7
◼

168 Flanagan Road

Eleven (11) trees (G13-G15) are growing within the Road Reserve, adjacent to 168 Flanagan Road. The trees
are likely resident-planted, and include Atlantic Cedar (4), Himalayan Cedar (2), Photinia ‘Red Robin’ (2), Claret
Ash, Kohuhu and Lillypilly. These trees need to be removed in order to enable the new southbound on-ramp
configuration. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0117 (Ch.14380) referenced in Appendix A).

2.1.8
◼

KiwiRail land opposite 168 Flanagan Road

180 Flanagan Road

A grouping/row of Leyland Cypress (G16) are growing within the Road Reserve, adjacent to 180 Flanagan
Road. The trees are likely resident planted. These trees need to be removed in order to enable the new
southbound on-ramp configuration. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0117 (Ch. 14380) referenced in Appendix
A).

Table 2-1 Summary of Impacted Vegetation (Alteration to Designation 6706)
Number

Vegetation Type

Growing Location

Current Land Zoning

Activity

1&2

Silver Birch

Adjacent to 64
Creek Street

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Retain – Works within the
root zone of this
vegetation

G3 & G4

Monkey Apple

Adjacent to 37
Bremner Road

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Remove – Construction of
new bridge configuration

Western and
Eastern bank of
Ngakoroa Stream

CMA

Remove – Construction of
new bridge configuration
and bank stabilisation

Agapanthus
Harakeke (flax)
G4a

(Western bank)
Kohuhu (2)
Privet
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Agapanthus
Monkey Apple
(Eastern Bank)
Manawa (1)
G6

Monterey Pine (3)

Victoria Street
(West of Bremner
Road intersection)

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Remove- footprint of new
footpath/SUP

G7

Photinia ‘Red
Robin’

Adjacent to the
existing Police
weigh bridge

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Remove – Realignment of
Victoria Street

10R Karaka Road

Open Space Zoned
Land

Remove – within the
footprint of the new
onramp configuration

Southern side of
10R Karaka Road

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Remove – within the
footprint of the new
onramp configuration

Southern side of
10R Karaka Road,
KiwiRail land
opposite 168
Flanagan Road

KiwiRail designated
land

Remove – within the
footprint of the new
onramp configuration

Adjacent to 168
Flanagan Road

Unzoned Land/ Road
Reserve

Remove - within the
footprint of the new
onramp configuration

Adjacent to 180
Flanagan Road

Boundary of Unzoned
Land/ Road Reserve

Remove - within the
footprint of the new
onramp configuration

Karamu
8&9

Crack Willow
(Weed Species)

G10

Gorse
Tree Privet
Woolly
Nightshade
(Weed Species)

G11 & G12

Gorse
Tree Privet
Woolly
Nightshade
Crack Willow
Kohuhu (row)

G13-G15

Atlantic Cedar (4)

(11 Trees)

Himalayan Cedar
Photinia ‘Red
Robin’ (2)
Claret Ash
Kohuhu
Lillypilly

G16

Leyland cypress
(group)
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2.2

Trees affected as part of the NOR to establish a new designation for
the SUP

2.2.1

10 Hinau Road

◼

Earthworks will impact a row of predominantly Hybrid Poplar (Populus sp.), Leyland Cypress (Cupressus x
leylandii) (Group R1) growing along the eastern boundary of the site, adjacent to the existing Designation 6706.
The removal of a number of these trees is needed as part of the formation of the new batter associated with the
new SUP. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0135 (Ch. 10240) referenced in Appendix A).

◼

Two (2) Weeping Willow (Salix babylonica) (1B& 1C) will also require removal to enable the construction of a
new retaining wall near the Hingaia Road motorway off ramp. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0135 (Ch.
10240) referenced in Appendix A).

2.2.2
◼

A row of Leyland Cypress trees is growing on the boundary of this site (Group R1A). Their removal will be
required to facilitate the new SUP. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0107 (Ch. 10620) to (Drawing 5062070450-DRG-RR-0108 (Ch.11040) referenced in Appendix A).

2.2.3
◼

31 Bremner Road

A row of mixed vegetation is growing within 31 Bremner Road, adjacent to the existing Designation 6706. The
removal of a mature Hybrid Poplar (Populus sp.) (Tree 4) and a row of mixed vegetation (G1) will be required to
enable the realignment of the existing property access and construct the new stormwater pond. The site will
also be used for a construction laydown area. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Ch. 13710) referenced in
Appendix A).

2.2.6
◼

115 Park Estate Road

Two large English Oak trees (Quercus robur) (Tree 1D & 1E) are growing within this property and overhangs the
proposed SUP. Pruning and works within the dripline/root zone of this tree will be required as part of
construction works. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0108 (Ch. 11320) referenced in Appendix A).

2.2.5
◼

20 Erceg Road

A semi-mature Pohutukawa tree is growing in the northern front yard of this site (Tree 1A). Its removal will be
required to facilitate the new SUP. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0134 (Ch. 510) referenced in Appendix A).

2.2.4
◼

72 Hinau Road

Victoria Street (Overhanging from within designation)

The Notable English Oak (Tree 6), along with the neighbouring English Oaks trees of the same lineage (Group
G5), overhangs the Road Reserve on the western side of Victoria Street. Works will be required within the
protected root zone of these trees as part of the footpath / SUP construction. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR0115 (Ch. 13920-13860) referenced in Appendix A).

Table 2-2 Summary of Impacted Vegetation (Designation for new SUP)
Number

Vegetation Type

Growing Location

Current Land Zoning

Activity

R1

Leyland Cypress

Adjacent to 10
Hinau Road

Private Land – Business
Light Industry

Remove – Removal required
to enable the new SUP
construction

Poplar
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(Karaka Bloodstock
Centre)
1B & 1C

Weeping Willow

Adjacent to 10
Hinau Road

Private Land – Business
Light Industry

Remove – Removal required
to enable the new retaining
wall construction

R1A

Leyland Cypress

On the boundary of
72 Hinau Road

Private Land –
Residential Mixed
Housing Suburban Zone

Remove – Removal required
to enable the new SUP
construction

1A

Pohutukawa

Standing within 20
Erceg Road

Private Land –
Residential Mixed
Housing Suburban Zone

Remove – Removal required
to enable the new SUP
construction

1D & 1E

English Oak

Boundary of 115
Park Estate Road

Private Land Residential Mixed
Housing Suburban Zone

Retain – Works near this
tree for the construction of
the SUP as well as pruning
of low branches

4

Hybrid Poplar

31 Bremner Road

Private Land – Future
Urban Zone

Remove – Within the
footprint of the relocated
private property entrance

G1

Leyland Cypress
Poplar

31 Bremner Road

Private Land – Future
Urban Zone

Remove – Within the
footprint works area and
new stormwater pond (and
construction laydown area)

6 & G5

English Oak tree
(Notable under
D13 of the AUP)
and neighbouring
English Oak trees

Within 6706
Designation and
overhanging
Victoria Street

Designation 6706

Retain – Works within the
root zones of the trees for
the construction of the new
adjacent footpath and SUP
as well as pruning of low
branches
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3

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS

The following sections discuss the positive effects and the impact of the Project works on vegetation in the Project
area. In general terms, the trees and vegetation impacted as part of the proposal are common species in the Auckland
Region.
The Project works have been assessed against the following requirements of the AUP in respect of the impact on
vegetation:
◼

Chapter E26 Infrastructure, Section E26.4 - Network utilities and electricity generation – Trees in roads and
open space zones and the Notable Tree Overlay, Activity Table E26.4.3.

For the most part, the vegetation is exotic, having been self-seeded or planted by either a private landowner or by
Auckland Council as part of typical street or park/open space plantings.
In the writer’s opinion, no mature native specimens will be impacted by the Project works.

3.1

Effects of construction within the altered area of designation 6706

3.1.1

Proposed works

The works will include infrastructure upgrades at the Papakura Interchange, the Drury Interchange, SH1 Bremner
Road Overbridge and Jesmond Bridge (over Ngakoroa Stream). Tree removal will be required to facilitate this work,
as detailed in Section 2.2 of the assessment.
3.1.2

Positive effects

Extensive native replacement planting will be implemented in accordance with the general principles applied as part
of the Project in accordance with the Project Urban and Landscape Design Framework (ULDF). All new plantings will
be maintained in accordance with the Waka Kotahi P39 Standard Specification for Highway Landscape Treatments.
The natural biodiversity will be improved through this replacement replanting, capitalising on opportunities for planting
of more appropriate tree species and planting locations and removal of pest plant species.
3.1.3

Adverse effects

The trees and vegetation proposed for removal is of low arboricultural value. It is considered that the proposed native
plantings will adequately mitigate any adverse effect arising from the proposed tree removals and the positive effects
will be greater than the adverse effects.
3.1.4

Mitigation

As noted above, replacement native planting will be implemented in accordance with the general principles applied
as part of Stage 1A. All new plantings will be maintained in accordance with the Waka Kotahi P39 Standard
Specification for Highway Landscape Treatments.
It is considered this planting will greatly improve the current quality and quantity of vegetation within the designation
area.
Works in the vicinity of vegetation to be retained will be managed through adherence to specified arboricultural
methods and with specialist advice for planting locations.
Works will occur within the coastal environment. Where appropriate, replacement native planting will be undertaken
within the CMA following the stabilisation of the Ngakoroa Stream bank, which will enhance the existing environment
by improving diversity and removing pest plant species in the adjacent areas.
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3.2

Effects of construction within the new SUP designation

3.2.1

Proposed works

The works will include the construction of a new SUP within the Project area. The SUP will provide a link to the
existing SUP further north (provided as part of the SCI project, currently under construction). Tree removal will be
required to facilitate the construction of the SUP, as detailed in Section 2.3 of the assessment.
3.2.2

Positive effects

Extensive native replacement planting will be implemented in accordance with the general principles applied as part
of Stage 1A. All new plantings will be maintained in accordance with the Waka Kotahi P39 Standard Specification for
Highway Landscape Treatments. The natural biodiversity will be improved through this replacement replanting,
capitalising on opportunities for planting of more appropriate tree species and planting locations and removal of pest
plant species.
3.2.3

Adverse effects

The trees and vegetation proposed for removal are generally of low value. It is considered that the proposed native
plantings will adequately mitigate any adverse effect arising from the proposed tree removals.
Works within the drip line of the Notable tree (Tree 6) will require management in accordance with best arboricultural
practices to ensure potential adverse effects on the tree’s health during the construction period are managed.
3.2.4

Mitigation

As noted above, extensive native mass planting will be implemented in accordance with the general principles applied
as part of Stage 1A. All new plantings will be maintained in accordance with the Waka Kotahi P39 Standard
Specification for Highway Landscape Treatments.
It is considered this planting will greatly improve the current quality and quantity of vegetation within the designation
area.
Arboricultural works in relation to the SUP will not be undertaken in the coastal environment.
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4

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the consideration of AUP requirements described in section 3 of Appendix A related to arboriculture and
the assessment of potential adverse effects on arboriculture identified in section 3 of this report, the following
mitigation and management measures are recommended:
◼

Replacement planting should be undertaken to mitigate the effects of the removal of those trees growing on
Road Reserve or Open Space zoned land. The replacement planting is to be at a minimum ratio of 1:1 of a tree
grade of no less than 45 litre in size.

◼

As part of the detailed design phase, arboricultural input should be requested prior to implementation in order to
establish the best method of construction while ensuring successful tree retention.

A suite of tree protection measures has been provided below. It is recommended that these measures be followed
to adequately protect those trees to be retained and worked around as part of the construction works.

4.1

Works within the Protected Root Zone

The effects of the works within the protected root zone of Tree 1, 2, 1A G5 & 6 will be mitigated by ensuring the works
are undertaken in accordance with best arboricultural practice and best practice construction methodologies as
recommended. These recommendations are outlined below:
4.1.1

Changes to the existing carriageway, vehicle crossings, footpath and SUP

It is recommended that arboricultural input be requested prior to implementation in order to establish the best method
of construction while ensuring successful tree retention. It is recommended that any works be undertaken in general
accordance with the tree protection methodologies outlined in this assessment.

4.2

Recommended Tree Protection Methodology

This section outlines a set of recommended appropriate works methods and tree protection measures that should be
adopted to ensure that adverse effects on the protected trees to be retained within the Project area are minimised
and/or avoided.
4.2.1

Pre-commencement recommendations

4.2.1.1

General

◼

Works site supervisory arborist appointed for the duration of the Project works, including reinstatement works.

4.2.1.2

Pre-start meeting

◼

Prior to the commencement of any works within the protected root zone of trees, no less than five days before
the anticipated commencement of any tree works, to include Council: Monitoring Officer, and Arborist – Street
tree advisor, representation from the consent holder, including the site foreman or manager, works site
supervisory arborist and any other relevant employees/contractors that will be working near or under the
protected trees.

◼

The following matters shall be discussed at the meeting:
The extent of the works.
Resource consent conditions.
Tree protection and mitigation measures pertaining to the protected trees as part of the works.

◼

Copy of the pre-commencement meeting minutes provided to Council and the other meeting attendees.
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4.2.1.3

Temporary protective fencing

◼

Temporary protective fencing around the permeable area beneath all the trees proposed for retention within the
scope of the development area to remain intact and in place for the duration of the works.

◼

Protocols for temporary relocation of the fencing where required.

4.2.2

Works in progress recommendations

4.2.2.1

Works within the protected root zone

◼

Supervisory arborist present during any excavation works occurring within the protected root zone of any tree to
be retained.

◼

Use of hand held tools within protected root zone where possible.

◼

Treatment of significant roots within the protected root zone of any retained tree.

◼

No storage (or temporary storage) of any description within the protected root zone of any protected tree.

◼

Movement of equipment and vehicles within protected root zones and canopies.

4.2.3
◼

Post construction recommendations

Replacement trees planted and maintained in accordance with the landscape planting specifications (NZTA P39
specification) and replaced if failure occurs during the specified maintenance period.
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5

CONCLUSION

This report has been prepared to provide an assessment of trees and vegetation to be impacted by the Project. It
provides an assessment of trees that grow on both publicly owned and private land.
Where possible, works have been minimised when working within the CMA. Where appropriate, replacement native
planting will be undertaken within the CMA following the completion of the construction works. It is considered this
planting will enhance the existing environment by improving diversity and removing pest plant species in the adjacent
areas.
Positive arboricultural effects of the Project are:
◼

Removal of pest plant vegetation from the Project area.

◼

Significant improvements in natural biodiversity from an arboricultural perspective through proposed mass
replacement planting.

◼

Opportunities for better new tree species, specimen selection and planting locations.

Potential adverse effects of the Project are:
◼

Localised loss of trees and vegetation where the wider area has a limited number of mature trees.

◼

Potential negative effects on retained trees as a result of fringe impacts or physical damage from construction or
excavations.

◼

Additional vegetation disturbance in the CMA beyond the planned works area.

These effects can be managed or mitigated by:
◼

Implementing replacement planting in all suitable areas within the Project area.

◼

Undertaking all works in accordance with the recommendations provided in Section 4.

Seeking specialist advice when proposing replacement specimen tree planting and determining replacement
locations.
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APPENDIX A – ARBORICULTURAL ASSESSMENT DETAILS
1

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

1.1

General Comments

1.1.1

Summary of Impacted trees (with regard to existing AUP zoning)

The trees and vegetation growing within the Project area, outside the existing Designation 6706, are typical of an
urban and semi-rural setting, with the majority of vegetation within and adjacent to the works footprint planted exotic
vegetation or farm type hedge rows. The remaining vegetation is identified as weed species vegetation or trees
formally planted within Road Reserve or Open Space zoned land.
There are no significant stands or areas of native vegetation identified within the Project.
A total of 11 individual trees, 15 groupings and 1 row of trees/vegetation will be affected within the proposed works
area.
With the exception of one Notable English Oak tree (Tree 6), all vegetation outlined in this assessment stands outside
of the existing 6706 designation.
Of those individual trees within the project extent, 21 trees are growing within Road Reserve/AT Land or Open
Spaced Zoned land and meet the threshold for protection under the AUP Rules, specifically as assessed under
Chapter E26 of the AUP, being Trees 1, 2, 7, 8, G12 (4 trees), G13 (4 trees), G14 (3 trees) and G15 (5 trees).
One (1) additional tree, Tree 6, while standing within the Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency designation,
is subject to protection as a Notable tree under Schedule 10 of the AUP (ID 2642). As such, works near this tree will
be assessed against Chapter E26 of the AUP, where required.
Those remaining trees standing within the Project extent are non-protected; by either not meeting the threshold for
protection (4m high and 400mm in girth) or deemed to be a weed species and not subject to protection.
Any additional trees identified as part of this assessment are either standing on private property or within the Waka
Kotahi’s Designation 6706. As such, those trees are not protected under the AUP.

1.2

Protected Trees – Road Reserve/AT Land/Open Space Zoned Land
(Outside Designation 6706)

21 trees are growing within Road Reserve/AT Land or Open Spaced Zoned land and meet the threshold for
protection under the AUP Rules, specifically as assessed under Chapter E26 of the Plan, being Trees 1, 2, 5, 6, 9
(3 trees), G11(3 trees), G12 (5), along with the Notable Tree (Tree 4) within the designation boundary. The general
locations of the protected trees are outlined below:
◼

Bremner Road (Road Reserve)
− Two Silver Birch trees (Trees 1 & 2) are growing within Road Reserve on Bremner Road, adjacent to 64
Creek Street. The two trees are small specimens that will require works to be undertaken within their
respective root zones for the installation of a new footpath. Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Chainage
13760).

◼

Victoria Street (overhanging from within designation)
− The Notable English Oak (Tree 6) along with the neighbouring English Oaks trees of the same lineage (G5)
overhang Road Reserve on the western side of Victoria Street. Works are proposed at the outer edge of
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their protected root zones as part of the footpath construction along the eastern side of Victoria Street.
(Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0115 (Chainage 13920-13860).
◼

Victoria Street (directly adjacent to the existing Police weigh station)
− A grouping of mixed vegetation, the majority meeting the threshold for protection, is growing directly to the
north of the existing Police weigh-station building. The vegetation is predominantly Photinia ‘Red Robin’,
Karamu and other self-seeded non-protected native species. This vegetation will require removal to enable
the realignment of Victoria Street. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0161 (Chainage 180).

◼

10R Karaka Road (Open Space Zoned land adjacent to the southbound On Ramp – Drury)
− Two Crack Willow trees (Trees 8 & 9) are located on the northeast side of the site, near the existing 7-wire
boundary fence. The trees are likely self-sown and are considered a weed species in the Auckland region.
Their removal is required to facilitate the new on-ramp. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0116 (Chainage
14240).

◼

168 Flanagan Road (Road Reserve)
− Eleven (11) protected trees (G13-G15) are growing within Road Reserve, adjacent to 168 Flanagan Road.
The trees are likely resident-planted, and include Atlantic Cedar (4), Himalayan Cedar, Photinia ‘Red Robin’
(2), Claret Ash and Kohuhu. These trees will require removal to enable the new southbound on-ramp
configuration. (Drawing 506207-0450-DRG-RR-0117 (Chainage 14380).

1.3
◼

Non-Protected Trees – Road Reserve/AT Land/Open Space Zoned
Land (Outside Designation 6706)

Bremner Road
− Two areas of non-protected vegetation (G3 & G4) will require removal to facilitate the new retaining wall and
SUP configuration on the northern side of Bremner Road (adjacent to 37 Bremner Road) (Sheet 52 (0153)
Chainage 260-320) and (Sheet 52 (0152) Chainage 220-280).

◼

Victoria Street (overhanging from within designation)
− Six English Oak trees (G5) are growing in close proximity to the Notable Oak tree (Tree 6) and are
considered to be progeny of Tree 6. These trees will be retained and worked around as part of the project,
with a SUP to be constructed directly to the west of the tree grouping. (Sheet 15 (0153) Chainage 13920 –
13860).

◼

10R Karaka Road
− A grouping of weed species vegetation (G10) is growing on the southern side of 10R Karaka Road, within
the Open Space Zoned land. The removal of this vegetation will be required to facilitate the proposed onramp configuration. (Sheet 17 (0117) Chainage 14320 – 14340).

◼

KiwiRail land opposite 168 Flanagan Road
− A grouping of weed species (G12) and row of Kohuhu (G12) is growing on the edge of Flanagan Road,
within the KiwiRail designated land. This vegetation will require removal to enable the on-ramp construction
works. (Sheet 17 (0117) Chainage 14340 – 14360).
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2

ARBORICULTURAL ASSESSMENT

2.1

Removal of Protected Trees

Twenty one (21) individual protected trees (Trees 8, 9, G13 (4), G14 (4), G15 (3), G16 (3) and G17 (5) and one (1)
grouping of trees (G7) will require removal to enable the construction of the Project. A brief summary of those trees
requiring removal is outlined below, with further information provided in Appendix B and shown on drawings provided
in Appendix C:
Protected Trees:
◼

Group 7, located within Road Reserve– a grouping of Photina ‘Red Robin’ and Karamu directly to the west of the
existing Police weigh-station. The removal of this grouping will enable the relocation of the Victoria Street entrance
to work with the reconfigured northbound on-ramp.

◼

Trees 8 & 9 (2 trees in total) located within 10R Karaka Road (Open Space Zoned land), adjacent to the existing
7-wire boundary fence on the northwest side of the site, near the existing southbound motorway on-ramp. The
trees are identified as Crack Willow and will require removal to enable the new lane and on-ramp configuration.

◼

Informal groupings of 11 protected trees (G13, G14, G15) in Road Reserve adjacent to 168 Flanagan Road,
identified as Atlantic Cedar, Himalayan Cedar, Claret Ash, Kohuhu, and Photinia ‘Red Robin’.

◼

A grouping of 3 protected trees (G16) in Road Reserve growing on Victoria Street, near the Bremner Road and
Victoria Street intersection.

Non-protected Trees (on Road Reserve/ Open Space Zone land):
◼

A row of Monkey Apple (G3) located on Bremner Road, is a non-protected weed species which are identified as
Pest Plant species in the Auckland Reginal Pest Management Strategy (RPMS) and, as such, are not subject to
protection within Road Reserve. This hedge will require removal to facilitate the new SUP.

◼

G10 and G11 are groupings of non-protected weed species (Privet, Gorse, Woolly Nightshade and Crack Willow)
located on the southern side of 10R Karaka Road. This vegetation is defined as a Pest Plant species in the RPMS
and, as such, are not subject to protection within Road Reserve. The trees are located on Road Reserve and
KiwiRail land respectively. The two groupings will require removal to facilitate the new on-ramp configuration.

◼

Group 12 is identified as a row of Kohuhu located on KiwiRail land. The trees are not subject to protection as no
vegetation protections apply to KiwiRail designated land. The trees will require removal to enable the new onramp configuration.

2.2

Transplanting

No protected trees proposed for removal were considered suitable for transplant. Replacement planting is proposed
within the wider bounds of the Project.

2.3

Works within the Root Zone of protected trees

Works are to be undertaken within the protected root zone of two (2) protected trees (Trees 1 & 2). A summary of
the proposed works is outlined below:
◼

As shown on the proposed plan set, works will be required within the protected root zones of the two Silver
Birch trees to construct the new widened footpath /SUP.

◼

It is recommended that all works be undertaken in accordance with Section 7.0 of this report, to ensure any
potential impacts on the two trees is minor.
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2.4

Works within the Root Zone of non-protected trees

Works are proposed within the root zones of five (5) non-protected English Oak trees (G5). These trees are
considered important, as they stand directly adjacent to the Notable English Oak tree (Tree 6).
The trees are considered to be progeny of Tree 6 and provide protection and a shared root zone with that tree. As
such, all works to construct the adjacent SUP should be minimised with all physical works supervised by a works
arborist.
All final engineering design should involve minimal new excavation, with as little ground disturbance as possible
recommended. In addition, it is recommended that the existing swale drain not be significantly altered, as the subject
trees will currently be making use of ponding and settling water during rain events.

3

AUP REQUIREMENTS – ROAD RESERVE / AT LAND

3.1

Introduction

The 21 protected trees and 1 protected grouping of trees impacted by the Project require assessment against the
AUP, specifically Section E26.4 - Network utilities and electricity generation – Trees in roads and open space zones,
contained in Chapter E26 of the AUP. An assessment of the relevant AUP standards is contained in the following
sections.

3.2

Tree Removal

As discussed in Section 4.0, twenty-one (21) protected individual trees (Trees 8, 9, G13 (4), G14 (4), G15 (3) and
G16 (3) and G17(5) and one (1) grouping of trees (G7) will require removal to enable the construction of the Project.
The remaining five (5) tree groupings (G3, G4, G10, G11 and G12) to be removed are non-protected.
Therefore, the removal of the 18 protected trees, 1 tree grouping and 5 non-protected tree groupings on Road
Reserve or Open Space Zoned land are subject to the following rules:
◼

Rule E26.4.3.1 (A91): Alteration or removal of trees less than 4m in height and/or 400mm or more in girth –
Restricted Discretionary Activity.

◼

Rule E26.4.3.1 (A92): Alteration or removal of trees 4m or more in height and/or 400mm or more in girth –
Restricted Discretionary Activity.

◼

Rule E26.3.3.1 (A74): Pest Plant removal – Permitted Activity.

The 21 protected trees and 1 tree grouping require a restricted discretionary activity consent as they are 4m or more
in height and/or 400mm or more in girth (as stated in Section 7.0).
Consequently, the following matters of discretion contained in Section E26.4.7.1 (1)(c), are relevant to the removal
of the protected trees/group listed above:
(i) the effect on the values of the tree or trees; and
(ii) any loss or reduction of amenity values provided by the tree or trees;
(iii) any mitigation proposed; and
(iv) the functional and operational requirements and benefits derived from infrastructure.

3.3

Works within the Root Zone of Trees

Works are to be undertaken within the protected root zone of 2 protected trees growing on Road Reserve, along with
the Notable tree grouping.
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Works within the protected root zone of trees within roads are subject to the following rules:
◼

Rule E26.4.3.1 (A87): Works within the protected root zone of Trees in road, Open space zones or Notable
Trees that comply with Standard E26.4.5.2 or Standard E26.4.5.3 – Permitted Activity.

◼

Rule E26.4.3.1 (A88) Works within the protected root zone of Trees in road, Open space zones or Notable
Trees that do not meet the permitted standards – Restricted Discretionary Activity.

From a root zone disturbance perspective, the works to be undertaken within the root zones of Trees 1 & 2 will be a
permitted activity on the basis that Standard E26.4.5.2 can be met. The proposed works will be relatively minor, when
considering they will be undertaken at the edge of the protected root zone.
No works should be taken directly within the root zone of the Notable tree. However all works within 7.0 metres of
this tree should be supervised and undertaken in accordance with the recommended practices.

3.4

Assessment Criteria

For tree removal, the Assessment Criteria set out in E26.4.7.2 (1) are to be considered. Table 3-1 provides an
assessment of the proposed removal of the twenty one (21) protected individual and one (1) grouping of trees as
assessed against the E26.4.7.2 (1) assessment criteria relating to trees in roads.
Table 3-1 Restricted Discretionary Activity Assessment Criteria – Trees in Roads and Open Space Zones
E26.4.7.2(1) Assessment criteria

Discussion

(a)

the extent to which effects on the values of the tree
or trees including any effects on the natural shape,
form and branch habit and the root network can be
minimized

Effects from the removal of the 21 protected trees and 1 tree group
will be mitigated by replacement planting at a 1:1 ratio as part of the
project. The replacement trees will be a native species and will provide
a similar value in the medium term, in terms of arboricultural and
amenity impacts.

(b)

the extent to which any impact on the immediate or
long term health and stability of the tree or trees is
able to be minimized or avoided

Due to the extensive works proposed as part of the creation of new
lanes, bridge structures and infrastructure, coupled with the proposed
grade changes and retaining wall construction, tree retention is not
considered practical.

(c)

the risk of actual damage to people and property
from the tree or trees including the extent to which
adverse effects on the health and safety of people
have been addressed

The removal of 21 protected trees and 1 tree group is to enable the
Project. The trees do not currently pose a risk from a health and safety
perspective.

(d)

the degree to which any proposed mitigation
adequately responds to the effects on the tree or
trees

Replacement planting is proposed to mitigate the loss of the 21
protected trees and 1 tree group. The proposed planting is referenced
in the Landscape Design package

(e)

the degree to which the proposal is consistent with
best practice guidelines for tree management

The works will be undertaken in accordance with best arboricultural
practice and undertaken in accordance with the arboricultural
recommendations.

(f)

whether there is the need for the direction and
supervision of a suitably qualified arborist while the
works are being carried out

The proposed tree removal and replacement planting is to be
undertaken in accordance with best practice. Where works are to be
undertaken within the root zone of any trees to be retained, protected
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or otherwise, it is recommended that the works be supervised by a
suitably qualified arborist.
(g)

the functional and operational requirements and
benefits derived from infrastructure

WAKA KOTAHI NZ TRANSPORT AGENCY

The removal of the 21 protected trees and 1 tree group is to enable
the Project – specifically: new lanes, bridge replacements and
additions, as well as associated retaining wall works. These works will
enable the functioning and operation of the improvements required as
part of the Project, which will improve the public and private vehicular
transport services, including the introduction of new cycling and
pedestrian facilities.
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APPENDIX B – TREE DETAIL SUMMARY
Table Key

Details

Tree No.

Refers to the number assigned to each tree

Tree Species –
Common Name

The generally accepted common, or Maori, name of the tree is given

Tree Species –
Botanical Name

The genus and species, and cultivar or variety where known, is given. Where the species is unknown
the tree is identified as; (Genus) sp.

Protective Status

This refers to the protective status of the tree as defined by the AUP (where relevant).
NOR = Refers to trees within the NoR but standing on AT Land. Although protected under district plan
rules, these trees are not protected under the NOR & designation. (Only regional plan rules apply).
P = Refers to trees protected as part of the Auckland Unitary Plan rules.
NP = No Protection.
Protected trees are highlighted fully in red text (removal) and green text (retain) to clearly separate
these trees from the non-protected trees. Activity status of each trees remains red or green
depending on activity status. AUP (Auckland Unitary Plan) relates to their specific protection status.

Height (in metres)

This refers to the height of the tree in metres (approximate).

Girth (in
millimetres)

This refers to the approximate diameter of the tree stem in mm, as measured at 1.4 m from ground
level, and the aggregate girth of stems greater than 250mm in diameter for multi-stemmed trees.

Age

Y – Young
SM – Semi Mature
M - Mature

Condition

This category addresses the physiological condition of the tree as a whole, described as:
Good – Full healthy canopy but possibly including some suppressed or damaged branches.
Moderate – Slightly reduced leaf cover, minor dead wood or isolated major dead wood.
Poor – Overall sparse leafing and/or extensive dieback. Irreversible decline.

Location

Adjacent street number to tree (where tree is located in road reserve) or otherwise within the property

Activity

Anticipated activity affecting tree

Terms used in the
Tree Table

WWRZ – works within the protected root zone

Colour coding
(Activity)

Red text – protected tree to be removed
Green text – protected tree to be retained
Black text – non-protected tree
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Girth (mm)

Health
Comments

Structure and Form

Location

Activity

Protection
status

Botanical
Name

Height (m)

Age Category

Tree
No.

Common Name

1A

Metrosideros
Excelsa

Pohutukawa

10

2500+

SM

NP

Good

Good

Standing within 20 Erceg
Road

Removal of this tree to
enable the SUP
construction

1B

Salix
Babylonica

Willow

10

1500+

M

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Standing within 10 Hinau
Road

Removal of this tree to
enable the construction
of a new retaining wall

1C

Salix
Babylonica

Willow

10

1500+

M

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Standing within 10 Hinau
Road

Removal of this tree to
enable the construction
of a new retaining wall

R1

Cupressus x
leylandii
(Row)

Leyland Cypress

8-12

6001200

M

NP

Poor –
Moderate

Moderate

Growing on the existing
designation boundary

Removal of selected
sections to enable the
construction of the SUP

1D

Quercus robur

English Oak

15

2500+

M

NP

Good

Good

115 Park Estate Road

WWRZ proposed as part
of the new SUP. Pruning
required.

1E

Quercus robur

English Oak

20

3000+

M

NP

Good

Good

115 Park Estate Road

WWRZ proposed as part
of the new SUP.

G1

Cupressus x
leylandii
(Row)
Populus sp.

Leyland Cypress
Poplar

8-12

6001200

M

NP

Poor –
Moderate

Moderate

Growing on the existing
designation boundary
within 31 Bremner Road

Removal of selected
sections to enable the
construction of the SUP,
Construction Yard and
new stormwater pond

1

Betula
pendula.

Silver Birch

7.0

1200

M

P

Moderate

Moderate

Adjacent to 69 Creek
Street (on Bremner
Road)

WWRZ proposed as part
of the new footpath
connection
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2

Betula
pendula.

Silver Birch

6.5

1000

M

P

Moderate

Moderate

Adjacent to 69 Creek
Street (on Bremner
Road)

WWRZ proposed as part
of the new footpath
connection

G3

Syzygium
smithii
(hedge)

Monkey Apple

4

250700

SM

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Adjacent to 37 Bremner
Road

Removal to enable new
cycleway and footpath

G4

Agapanthus
praecox
(informal row)
Phormium
tenax

Agapanthus

2

N/a

SM

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Adjacent to 37 Bremner
Road

Remove to enable new
Cycleway and footpath

4

Populus sp.

Hybrid Poplar

18

1000+

M

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Within 31 Bremner Road

Remove to enable the
construction of the new
SUP

4a

Pittosporum
tenuifolium

(Western bank)

2-8

150600

SM

Within
the CMA

Moderate

Moderate

Western and eastern
banks of Ngakoroa
Stream

Remove for new bridge
construction

Ligustrium
Lucidium
Agapanthus
praecox
Syzygium
smithii
Avicennia
marina subsp.
australasica

Harakeke

Kohuhu (2)
Privet
Agapanthus
Monkey Apple
(Eastern Bank)
Manawa (1)

G5

Quercus robur
x6

English Oak

8–
15

800 2200

SM - M

NP

Moderate Good

Poor - Good

Growing within Waka
Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency land

WWRZ proposed as part
of the construction of a
new SUP

6

Quercus robur

English Oak

8

3500

M

P
Notable

Moderate

Poor

Growing within Waka
Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency land – Notable
tree

Works within the
protected root zone of
this tree as per current
plan. Root zone
considered to be co-
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dependent of other
nearby Oak trees.
Detailed design to
determine final impacts
G6

Pinus radiata
x3

Monterey Pine

15-18

12002000

M

P

Moderate

Moderate

Western side of Victoria
Street

Remove – Stands within
the footprint of the new
SUP extension works.
(subject to final bridge
levels and design

G7

Photinia x
fraseri
Coprosma
robusta
(grouping)

Photinia ‘Red
Robin’

6-8

400700
100400

SM

P

Moderate

Moderate

Remove – new Victoria
Street layout footprint

Y-SM

P

Growing on Road
Reserve to the west of
the existing Police weigh
site

8

Salix sp.

Crack Willow

4

900

Y

P

Good

Moderate

Located within the Open
Space area to the south
of Great South Road,
identified as 10R Karaka
Road

Remove – Tree standing
in the footprint of the
new lane configuration

9

Salix sp.

Crack Willow

4

900

Y

P

Good

Moderate

Located within the Open
Space area to the south
of Great South Road,
identified as 10R Karaka
Road

Remove – Tree standing
in the footprint of the
new lane configuration

G10

Ulex
europaeus
(multiple)

Gorse

1-3

100+

M

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Tree Privet

3-6

450750

SM

NP

Growing on Road
Reserve directly to the
south of 10R Karaka
Road, north of the
existing train line

Remove – All trees
standing in the footprint
of the new traffic lane
and bridge configuration

Y-SM

NP

2-5

Ligustrum
lucidum x3
Solanum
mauritianum
(multiple)

Woolly
Nightshade

1-4
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G11

Ulex
europaeus
(multiple)

Gorse

1-3

100+

M

NP

Tree Privet

3-6

450750

SM

NP

Moderate

Moderate

Growing on Road
Reserve directly to the
south of 10R Karaka
Road, within Kiwirail
designated land

Remove – All trees
standing in the footprint
of the new traffic lane
and bridge configuration

Ligustrum
lucidum x3
Solanum
mauritianum
(multiple)

Woolly
Nightshade

1-4

Up to
300

Y-SM

NP

2.5

300

Y

NP

Salix sp.

Crack Willow

G12

Pittosporum
tenuifolium
(approximatel
y x12 trees in
row)

Kohuhu

4.06.0

250700

M

NP
(Kiwirail)

Moderate

Moderate

Trees growing on the
northern side of
Flanagan Road, and
stand within the Kiwirail
designated land

Remove – Trees stand
within the footprint of the
proposed bridge and
traffic lane configuration

G13

Cedrus
atlantica
‘glauca’ x3
Fraxinus
angustifolia
‘Raywoodii’

Atlantic Cedar

8-10

7001200

SM

P

Good

Good

Adjacent to 168
Flanagan Road within
Road Reserve

3

600

SM

P

Moderate

Poor

Remove – Trees stand
within the footprint of a
proposed on-ramp traffic
lanes

Photinia x
fraseri x2
Pittosporum
tenuifolium
Syzygium
australe

Photinia ‘red
robin’

4-8

400900

SM

P

Good

Good

Standing within Road
Reserve directly west of
168 Flanagan Road

Remove – Trees stand
within the footprint of a
proposed on-ramp traffic
lanes

Cedrus
atlantica
‘glauca’
Cedrus
deodara x2

Atlantic Cedar

4-6

300600

Y

P

Good

Good

Western side near
boundary fence,
adjacent to 168
Flanagan Road within
Road Reserve

Remove – Trees stand
within the footprint of a
proposed on-ramp traffic
lanes

Cupressus x
leylandii
(Row)

Leyland Cypress

8-10

12001400

M

NP

Poor

Poor

Boundary of 180
Flanagan Road

Remove – Stands within
the footprint of the new
on ramp configuration

G14

G15

G16

Claret Ash

Kohuhu
Lilly Pilly

Himalayan
Cedar
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APPENDIX C – TREE PLANS
The following plans show the trees (detailed in Appendix B) on extracts from the General Arrangement Plans
(contained in Appendix F of the AEE). Here is the corresponding key:
◼

Red Text – Protected trees or vegetation within Road Reserve.

◼

Green Text – Protected tree for retention within Road Reserve.

◼

Black Text – Non –protected vegetation on Road Reserve.
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